Kingman tells his own
story. Memories of the "Koeramap
Kening" that he drew from
his small boyhood, and
hears other "Koeramap Kening"

Heavenly Dance

his father and uncle, grandfathers.

She's Plushies i' 1901. A
Dance. They made from fleece. This was

both shown as a Kuranmap Kenej.
These recall an attempt & trip back my old station from Kebunian -
the first Gardens & Dari in 1906. I remember the King his Father & Grandfather had
made after the heaping.
Visitors & when they tried to
make the movements
of muskets - he did it by
correctly as he must have
been his people do.
I saw him write & re
from the reproduced
red carts to White House.
CB & Co. Adelaida

Outfit Churkhana
Then our manners to all of them. My manner with them always, my daily rule for myself.

My neatness, my own best appearance, and also my abstinence refraining from being their systems of camp etiquette. My white blouse always announced my approach.

Then our 'white' ones of nobility, old and new.

This all-new system that forbids any immediate contact of men and women.